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Activities:

Our team created a website containing information concerning how 

internet privacy works and how to maintain said privacy. Some of us 

were tasked with providing research for the site and others were 

responsible for building the site using HTML/CSS and JavaScript. 

On our team, I was able to work on the development of our website. 

The website can be visited at the following link: 

https://internetprivacysafetyguide.weebly.com/

Impact:

We did this project with the intention of trying to educate those who

saw our website with knowledge about internet privacy issues as 

well as how those issues can be rectified in order to help eliminate 

the threat of personal data leaks. Hopefully with the information we 

have provided, those who visit our site are more prepared to address

the issues that may arise for them as they continue to use the 

internet. As for me, I had a fun time working with people from 

different cultures and I gained a new appreciation for collaborative 

projects such as this.
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Our NGCN team during one of our meetings

Introduction

A major issue that persists today is the issue of internet privacy. 

Many times, we have seen instances where passwords are leaked, 

devices are hacked, and private personal data is lost. To address 

the issue, my team for NGCN sought to create a website in order 

to heighten knowledge and awareness of internet privacy issues 

and how they can be resolved.

A section of our HTML and CSS code

A section of our JavaScript code

The “Online Profilers” page from our website: https://internetprivacysafetyguide.weebly.com/online-profilers.html


